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It helped me overcome my laziness.
The discussion on imperfect competition and the way different market structures affect social
welfare were very interested and pulled together we have been learning since intro to micro
The class introduces the markets with comparison, which is helpful to understand. Instructor
worked hard.
The teacher really did a great job at helping us remember the content by the repetitive reviews,
homework, quizzes and tests. Also, fair grading.
This class is very useful. The note is very clear and class is well organized
Knowing theories that helps me to understand the world
Clear organization and structure
Instructor was very thorough with material
Notes gave you enough to do well on exams and homework, tried to show importance of
subject and relation to the real world, Seems like useful and applicable material
There are some games like “Pink Flamingo” in class to make us better understand the
knowledge
The knowledge of this class is close to the real world
I appreciate how organized the class was and there were many examples that made learning the
material easier
The lectures were very clear and thought out, explained in a reasonable amount of time.
I like how Laura makes the theories we were taught in class more applicable in real life (ex. The
Flamingo example we did in class)
The iClicker questions kept everyone on their toes and paying attention during the lecture which
is great.
I really appreciated the real life problems and how useful this class can be.
The information we can use from this class in the real world.
I like the hand written notes by the professor. The professor is straightforward in the notes.
I appreciated how organized and well structured the material was.
Her class notes were extremely structured and easy to follow. Her answer keys made it easier
to review my mistakes and learn from them. At first it seemed extremely overwhelming but
after the first week I was able to keep up with the materials.
I thought the way the information was presented was very organized and easy to follow. She
used real life examples to help us understand the subject matter.
The best thing about the class was the examples and the videos

What did you appreciate most about this instructor?
•
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I appreciated how the teacher was enthusiastic about economics
Laura is enthusiastic, she is willing to teach!
I really liked her enthusiasm and engagement with the class. Her iClicker questions were really
helpful and brought high attendance for each lecture. You can tell she cares and wants us to
understand the material by going over each iClicker question.
I appreciate the organization of content and lecture notes. The blank lecture notes with subtitle
helps me a lot in organizing my study
She is enthusiastic about econ
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Professor Paul is very interesting and knowledgeable about the subject. I appreciated how
prepared and well polished the lectures, presentations, and examples were.
Logically and well explained. Be class on time and well organized.
Helpful, and reviewed a lot to help us remember content
Instructor shows her enthusiastic to this subject. I like the way she presents her class and I like
her notes
I appreciated how helpful she was and how she cares about her students.
She was enthusiastic and clear
Clear examples are used
Very approachable
The instructor followed with real world examples, was super enthusiastic about subject and
clearly cared, was well prepared for class.
As a foreigner, I can understand what she says easier. I am very happy.
The attitude of the instructor is really good
I appreciate how organized she was and her enthusiasm on teaching the subject
Laura is a passionate professor and she’s well prepared for the class. She is knowledgeable and
passionate.
Laura is very patient and gives clear requirements and organization of each topic. She always
gives clear instructions and explanations.
I appreciate your passion for this class and economics. You made me very excited to continue
my education in economics and I look forward to learning as much as I can.
Laura provided us with all the tools we needed to succeed
Instructor is straightforward and takes zero B.S.
She was enthusiastic about the material
I appreciated her eagerness to the subject matter. It definitely helped me to understand the
material a lot more that usual.
She did an excellent job! I wish her the best in her career!
I liked how much the professor cared about not just the class but how this will help us as
economists. I appreciated that she was always on time and was fair with the grading. She was
a great professor.
Laura is very clear and precise. She makes learning easy. I enjoyed the iClicker questions.
She is very enthusiastic and considers students whose English is not their primary language;
explaining well the unknown words.
Her overall teaching style is awesome. I can honestly say she has been one of the most
effective professors I have had at UC Davis so far. She cares about what she is teaching, how
the students are receiving it, and her enthusiasm is evident. I would highly recommend her to
others and would take any other course she teaches.
The Instructor is very passionate about the content. Also, the way she presented the content
was commendable.
I would say Laura Paul did excellent on teaching. I think my entire Davis year she taught me best.
I wish I can take class with her during Fall; summer’s term is too short to digest all concepts.
Laura is super enthusiastic about the subject’s content which makes the class very interesting
and not dry. This class is also very related to the business field which I’m interested in, so I
appreciate that I get the chance to be in this class. She is super helpful and very creative and is
willing to explain until students understand. The Flamingo game was awesome! Super cool
that we got to play that game.

